From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Subject:

"Richard Trebesch" <rjtrebesch@msn.com>
<environmental.review@dnr.state.mn.us>
<scott.ek@dnr.state.mn.us>
6/20/2007 8:44 PM
Minnesota Steel

I do have a major concern with the O'Brien Creek outflow into Swan Lake. Having been an eye witness to
the closing of the original Butler Taconite plant, I can attest to the water quality damage done to Swan Lake
by draining the O'Brien Lake watershed into Swan. The amount of debris and silt that was discharged into
Swan was appalling and literally changed the color of the lake. I was there and watched clumps of O'Brien
Creek weeds, logs, chunks of beaver dams, etc... flow into Swan and then noticed a dramatic decline in
fishing and water quality for years after.
The robust flow of O'Brien Creek into Swan Lake does not occur has it once did. In fact, the mouth of the
creek has it emptied in to Swan was over ten feet deep and today it is barely inches. To allow for the
discharge of the stagnant O'Brien Creek into Swan will harm Swan, possibly for decades to come.
Richard J Trebesch
12612 43rd Street NE
St. Michael, MN
O'Brien Creek /O'Brien Lake
O'Brien Creek and O'Brien Lake (also called Blue Lake) have been extensively altered by past mining.
The Physical Impacts Memo provides a complete review of the alterations leading to the existing
condition including channelization, watershed reduction, and damming. O'Brien Lake is disconnected
from its original upper watershed and receives runoff from its immediate watershed and the adjacent
Stage I Tailings Basin of Butler Taconite (the Proposed Project tailings basin, Figure 4.3.1). The
remaining portion of O'Brien Creek originates as a constructed free outflow channel from O'Brien Lake
which extends 7,200 feet to where it connects with the remaining 7,700 feet of its original channel before
discharging to Swan Lake.
The Level I Rosgen analysis of existing conditions for O'Brien Creek led to a Type C channel
classification. Further detail on the Rosgen analysis for O'Brien Creek is provided in the Physical
Impacts Memo.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<manitouisland@comcast.net>
<environmental.review@dnr.state.mn.us>
7/3/2007 2:04 PM
Minnesota Steel EIS

Dear Mr. Ek:
Thank you for all your work to assess the environmental impact of the proposed Minnesota Steel project
near Nashwauk Minnesota. I am an strong supporter of your work to protect Minnesota's natural
environment. I firmly believe that the MINNESOTA STEEL PROJECT CAN AND SHOULD BE BUILT.
Please know that there are many of us statewide who are following this process closely with great interest
in seeing the DNR strike an intelligent balance between environmental protection and the tremendously
valuable project proposed by Minnesota Steel. Thank you again for all your efforts to do the right thing for
Minnesotans and our environment.
Sincerely,
James A. Markoe, Jr
White Bear Lake, Minnesota
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Scott Ek - Fwd: Minnesota Steel

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Environmental Review
Ek, Scott
7/23/2007 8:14 AM
Fwd: Minnesota Steel

>>> "Eileen & Jon" <korpi@scicable.com> 7/22/2007 10:42 PM >>>
Jon Korpi
Chairman
Lone Pine Township
Home Address: 30867 East Shore Drive Pengilly,MN 55775
Tel 218-969-4297
I am writing in support of the Minnesota Steel Project to be located near Nashwauk,MN. As a Township
Supervisor In Lone Pine Township, I have been involved in numerous meetings with Minnesota Steel since the
initial announcement in about year 2004. More recently, I have been involved in the potential sale of
approximately 500 acres of Township property to Minnesota Steel to be used as part of a tailings basin.
As a Township resident, I share in the concern of fellow township residents of the potential impacts to Swan Lake
and surrounding area from the mining operation and tailings basin. However, I am very confident the company
(Minnesota Steel,) the DNR and the MPCA have conducted numerous studies and have identified potential
impacts to area and buffers and procedures to be used to ensure the safety of all residents of Lone Pine
Township.
I believe all projects involve risk and I believe the risks involved in a project of this magnitude have been
identified will be managed responsibly.
The investment in the project, the jobs it will bring, and the potential value added technology will benefit this area
for many years ahead.
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(7/24/2007) Scott Ek - MN Steel Permitting

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

"Bud Stone G.R. Area Chamber of Commerce" <bud@grandmn.com>
"'katrina.kesler@pca.state.mn.us'" <katrina.kesler@pca.state.mn.us>, "'r...
7/23/2007 3:54 PM
MN Steel Permitting

RE: Minnesota Steel Project

The Grand Rapids Area Chamber of Commerce would like to go on record as a
strong supporter of this project. This important initiative will bring
needed economic development and stability to an area of Minnesota that is
at the present high in unemployment and low in average wages.
While we are not experts in all of the phases of the permitting and
environmental impact study, we have confidence in the process and faith in
the continued monitoring that is being done by the MPCA the EPA and the DNR
to ensure that the project will go forward in an environmentally friendly
manor.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important project.
Bud Stone, President
Grand Rapids Area Chamber of Commerce
1 NW 3rd Street
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 326-6619 cell (218) 244-0378
Fax: (218) 326-4825
bud@grandmn.com
www.grandmn.com
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Scott Ek - Fwd: Inquiry

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Environmental Review
Ek, Scott
7/24/2007 10:18 AM
Fwd: Inquiry

>>> Vince Goetsch <silver@scicable.com> 7/24/2007 9:34 AM >>>
Hello Scott Ek,
Regarding the Nashwauk Mining EIS.
We are hoping that the Minnesota Steel Prject in Nashwauk goes
forward.

#12a

My question is: what is the best manner for us to determine that the
project gets a thumbs-up and that its a go-ahead?

-Best regards,
Vince Goetsch
silver@scicable.com
SynerGenesis, Inc
P.O. 211
Pengilly, MN 55775
(218) 885-0049

STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY
The information contained in this electronic message and any attachments to this
message are intended for the exclusive use of the addressee(s) and may contain
confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please
notify Synergenesis, Inc. immediately at either 218-885-0049 or at
silver@scicable.com, and destroy all copies of this message and any
attachments. Thank you.
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Scott Ek - Fwd: Minnesota Steel

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Environmental Review
Ek, Scott
7/24/2007 7:51 AM
Fwd: Minnesota Steel
Swan Lake Association FEIS Letter.pdf

>>> "Ronald R. Rich" <rrr@atmrcv.com> 7/23/2007 3:53 PM >>>
Scott and Others:
Attached are the comments and requests from the Swan Lake Association concerning the Minnesota Steel
Industry’s (MSI) Final Environmental Impact Statement. Our members are some of the closest neighbors to MSI’s
proposed site and have raised many environmental and health concerns in public meetings and in formal written
comments because they will be most effected. Yet we see no substantive change in the Final EIS compared with
Draft or the Scoping Documents that preceded them.
We believe the issues and concerns of our group have been repeatedly dismissed by the DNR without serious
consideration. Our proposed remedies to the major impacts were ignored and our group was not once contacted
to clarify information and proposed changes.
As an environmental engineer and a former state employee, I am personally disappointed that our state
government has chosen to accept, without serious question, the information provided by MSI even though much
of that information is incomplete or misleading. The EIS process and the DNR are each supposed to represent
citizens and protect Minnesota’s environment and natural resources from poorly conceived and environmentally
destructive mining and manufacturing operations. This is one of them, but it didn’t have to be.
It is my opinion that the DNR did not do its job. This opinion is based on what I know about the proposed
technology, the known and the undocumented emissions, the extremely large water consumption even with
“recycling”, the massive and high cost energy requirements, and the likelihood of MSI bankruptcy (leaving the
DNR responsible for cleaning up the subsequent mess). The people of Minnesota and its environment will suffer
the consequences.
As you will see, the Swan Lake Association has unanimously voted to oppose the MSI project. Unlike our past
submissions, we hope the DNR will pay some attention to our short submission and extend the EIS process to
include what is missing.
I assume our group will once again not be contacted. However, please address any clarifications or questions to
the Swan Lake Association President (on our submittal), to the above e-mails, or by mail or phone to me at:
Ronald R. Rich
7008 West Shore Drive
Edina, MN 55435
Work Phone: 763-557-8675
Cell Phone: 612-849-6975
Thank you.
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Swan Lake Association
30055 East Shore Drive
Pengilly, Minnesota 55775
P. Jack Milinovich,
President

COMMENTS ON FINAL EIS FOR PROPOSED
MINNESOTA STEEL INDUSTRIES FACILITY
July 23, 2007
Throughout the nearly two year period of the Minnesota Steel Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) process, the Swan Lake Association has tried to work with the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) and Minnesota Steel Industries (MSI) to reduce the extensive
environmental damage the proposed taconite plant and steel facility would cause to Swan Lake and
the land, water and air in the surrounding area. We are especially concerned about MSI because
the former Butler Taconite Plant operations caused serious damage to Swan Lake and the
surrounding area and the recovery is still not complete more than 20 years later.
In early meetings with us, MSI promised they would be “good neighbors” and that they would
work with us to satisfy “all” our concerns. MSI now says their plant would be “60% cleaner
compared to other steel plants” and that “they will obey all environmental laws”. However, these
more recent statements are not reassuring since ALL steel plants are VERY dirty and the taconite
industry has the weakest environmental and health regulation of any major industry in Minnesota.
To learn what MSI really proposed, the Swan Lake Association has reviewed every public
document, attended every public meeting, and met with DNR and MSI staff and even some of
MSI’s proposed equipment suppliers. We discovered that the MSI plant if built as now proposed
will seriously impair Swan Lake’s water flow and quality, significantly deteriorate area air quality,
contaminate and reduce the amount of area groundwater, and needlessly bury up to 18 square
miles of land adjacent to Swan Lake with a pile of taconite dust over 70 feet thick. MSI uses so
much water, it has to recycle a part of it or Swan Lake and Swan River would run dry (it still might
if the drought continues). We also discovered that this “cleanest” plant “in the world” would use
1960’s taconite technology (like Butler’s), 1970’s steel mill technology (not “state-of-the-art”),
and employ an iron reduction method “proven” only once in Mexico for which no air emission
data is available or included in the air permit application. We further discovered that MSI requires
two new large power plants be built nearby whose air emissions were purposely excluded from its
air permit application because it would otherwise be too dirty to build under Federal law.
All through the EIS process, the Swan Lake Association has expressed our concerns and
recommended specific achievable changes that MSI could implement to reduce the damage it
would cause to our area. We had hoped MSI could become at least a tolerable neighbor to the
2,000 residents that live next door. Every substantive change we requested of MSI or the DNR has
been ignored or “addressed” with inappropriate comments. We believe the DNR’s Final
Environmental Impact Statement is based on incomplete information and does not properly reflect
1 of 2
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#13h,
#13i,
#13j,
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#13l

#13m

the actual environmental impacts anticipated should MSI be built. We have come to believe the
DNR has been a willing participant in subverting its environmental oversight duties.
Our association is not opposed to mining of the ore near our lake. However, this is the 21st century
and the technologies used to mine and produce steel in a project of MSI’s size must not cause the
kind of environmental and health damage that the taconite and steel industries have caused in the
past.
At our annual meeting on July 12, the Swan Lake Association unanimously voted to oppose the
MSI project as proposed. We would hope the DNR reconsiders accepting as final the EIS based
on: 1) inadequate emissions disclosures in the MSI permit applications; 2) lack of meaningful
review of our comments and concerns during the EIS process (especially the in-pit tailings
disposal option); and 3) inappropriate exclusion of the additional air emissions from the HYL iron
reduction process and the new power plants required for MSI operation.
Respectfully Submitted:

P. Jack Milinovich – President

Jackie Dennucci – Vice-President

Julie Jacobson – Secretary
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Scott Ek - Fwd: Minnesota Steel EIS review.

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Environmental Review
Ek, Scott
7/24/2007 7:53 AM
Fwd: Minnesota Steel EIS review.

>>> "Gustafson, Jim - Grand Rapids, MN" <Jim.Gustafson@mn.nacdnet.net> 7/23/2007 4:29 PM >>>
Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide comment on the EIS for the Minnesota Steel Project.
This project will have a significant impact on many aspects of the county's future economic security as well as its
natural resources. A delicate balance must be maintained to ensure that as this project goes forward it's not at the
expense of it's natural resources.

#14a

The EIS does a good job of making a call between "natural" wetlands and "artificial" ones, however artificial
wetlands do still serve a purpose in the current ecosytems and wildlife habitiats, and these functions and values
cannot be lost in the process.

#14b

In calulating wetland areas field verification is essential to obtain accurate area calculations, the use of NWI maps
in this area has proven in the past to provide poor area estimations.

#14c

The management of industrial and stormwater run off will be critical for a number of the surrounding wetlands and
water bodies, strict adherence to the NPDES/MPCA requirements should be monitored very closely.

#14d

The SWCD agrees that perhaps impacting more acres of incidental or poorly functioning wetlandsprobably makes
more sence than impacting fewer acres of high quality "natural" wetlands.

#14e

If you have any further questions please contact our office.
Sincerely

Jim gustafson
Itasce SWCD
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